
Buyer Group 
Circular Renovation

For Housing Associations



Goal of the Buyer Group

Summer 2021: a statement to the market
• All renovation projects should be ‘as circular as possible’
• Procurement will be KPI based (CO2, biobased, TCO, etc.)

• Details avoided to facilitate innovation



Composition of the Buyer Group



Challenges

1. A housing association is not obliged to do public tendering
• Intrinsic motivation is key, does provide room for relationships.

2. Lot of pilots, not much lessons learned
• Little or no policy (at all), just starting up

3. Circular is abstract, clear KPI’s missing
• Let alone connection to KPI’s of organisation

4. Little knowledge of circular construction/renovation
• How to judge best value for money?



Step 1: Select a case to learn together

1. Dubbeldam: 300 houses to renovate as circular as possible
2. De Alliantie: procurement strategy that enables circular renovation

and makes it the obvious choice.



Step 2: mutual frame
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PDCA for circular procurement
Together with other associations… !
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6 ‘knowledge sessions’ theory and practice

1. Circular construction
2. Circular renovation
3. Circular procurement in general
4. Circular procurement voor housing associations
5. Monitoring of circular construction
6. Market dialogue



Step 3: Develop nescessary tools



Van ambitie naar strategie



Step 4: complete the cycle
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Step 5: Go tell the market

We’re about to connect to directors of housing associations as their
staff members now feel confident to deal with (non) circulair market 
parties.

Tailor-made approach to enrich strategy and operation. 
Enable Monitoring and learning



It is all connected…
And about numbers (and knowledge)


